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ADVERTISING
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Rates: :lOI per word per cJu with a
St.oo per du mhllmum eharae. or II
ver 'Word per da1 wtth a Goe per du
minimum ehaqe for a& JJIIbiiSbed tlve
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c
c

or more eonseecatlve dQa with no
refund.
TerftUI:. Parment nu~tt be made In fob
prior td insettlon or aclvnU~msent..
Where: Marron Hall, rm.tl2
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CJwlfted Advertklna
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbUQuerque., N.M. 87131

1)

PERSONALS

DLUEGRASS .wftb tlle nlit JUv«- lJoY!I at.
the ASUNM Old Dooklltore Cofl't!cllotil'ie

Sat., May 3, 8 p.m._

_6/2

GAY ahd nt!ed to talk with gay Jli!OtJld
Drop_ by Mesa Vista 2027 or emu Junf.
vet, 277..25BC. Stln. 2:30 PM .. 11 PM;
Mon.~Sat. 't P~ ~ 11 PM
o/1
SUMMER. A'PARTMEN'.r WANTED. fur•
·nll!hoo. Small sublet lor couple. c. Kotler, UaG Univ< Terr. #g14 1 Ann Arbo-r.
MI. 48104. (~13} 66~2123. __ _ _. _6/2
1'r IS DANGEROUS to know, but It itt
more dangerous not to kttow. We doll't
·Jtave all the anawt!rs, but maybe to.>
~rethel' wl!

can tty to find some sotut.fons..

AGORA . 277•301,_3.
6/2
PRJi:GNANT. ANO Nt!Jll:D llt!JLP? You
have friends who care ~t Blrthrlght.
24'7•9819.
ttn
--·--

• 2)

LOST &FOUND

DARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAlR, 118
San Pt!dro BE. 261i·Oli:JG. Color TVe,
tave di!Ckli, st-C!TC!O!J, ampllflenr, auto
radios, htstatl Burglar Alartn!l. 10~ dill·
count lor sltklenta with JD. Quieti Ser•
vJee
_
6/2
PEOPLES CAR. Import &: Domestfc Auto
Repair. -471'1 llllet&,~W. All work Rt~Jtr•
ant(!(!(). Volks 11PI!C~lklt!l. 87:J.052&. &/2
TYPING JDM SELECTRic-Math. J!n.
.. guage LllYmbok. These, diAc!:rtatloM,
PAJ)C!I'S•. 897·0990.
_
_ &/2
PASSPORT, lDENTIFICATION photos.
Lo•et- pliti!S fn town I Fast, pJi!a&lnP:.
Near UNM. Ctllll 2GS.2tU or tome to
1117 _Girard Blvd ~·
ttn
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST•.JDM sefl'\!trlc.
Reasonable rates With guaranteed ~ ·
euraet~ _298-'7147 _ .
_. ... _ 4f11
STATISTICS TUTORING by datfsUttan
at yOUt" convenlentt!. Call Alan, 299"
3767.
G/2
FOLK, ROCK, COUNTRY JtUitAr Jt!MOns.
UNM tnutlie. maJor. Leave meMage for
Paul betwl!en 6·8 p.m. 873-0312.
G/2

4)

FOR RENT

J!Ott SUMME!h lurnfslted lhue bedroom
house irt heigh~. Call 299.-3526.
· 6!2

sPJi!oJAL- sur.tM~n --RATF.S-nclu;~
ofli!•bMroom furnished. OM htoek lJNM.

VARSITY HOUSN U1~Colutnbfa sE.
268·0525.
6/12
ronNiSttEO -Al'ARTM~mT. 1¥-t block!!
tr.om JlNM• c_atl> 266·~02_9, _ __ . _ .G/2
ON' CAMPUS. SGiJ devostt. $GO Vet' Mont.h.
Julie 2 to Aug. 10. 801 Yale NE. Glel'lh.
2!'1·00£5.
_
_ G/2
l1EDROOM AND lJA'rH', lutn,, 4 hUm.
from Meet Scltoot. Shrtre meals; gatderi.

5) FORSALE

6)

lSIGD BMW 2002 needs body and engine
repair~ S900; 881..0913.
6/2
SKI TOURING A lJACKPACKJNG
ettulpml!flt !rom the ptofesetonal's at
Uie Trail JIIUM Sales, .rentals, iM'!rvlce,
and elin~. Sfnee 196'/, New :Mexiec)'a
JeAdlnJt akl tourlnst tl!tlter-Trall Haus,
1031 Sail Mateo SE. 266.0190,
6/2
ARTLEY FLUTE. Gotid condition. $7/i.OO.
881·6&12.
.
3/2
CAR STEREO w/FJA tuner. "!O«jd off. Call
'217-.4&81.
•
.
.
. 6/2
GE SoUd stereo, good ~dlUon, $20. Call
~~·1602 aftet' GtOO pm. __
_ 6/_2
.PUIENTAL CONCERT' CLASSICAL
GUITAR. :Must scllll $660 or hmt. oft'er.
266·2&96.
. 51_2
UULTACO, 1111 MATADOR MK3,. 2GOce•
Street or dfrt.. $-400. .266·2928.
6/2
14·Mo, OLD •YAMAHA•. 6000 mf. sissy
bar, crub bar, rack. Excellent tondi·
__t!~n. 2944736. . _
_
&/2
HEA'VY l>tJTY NON•DOWN SL'EEPING
BAG. $20 tl' best ofl'er. Exce11et;t eondi•
ti(Jft!_ 2t:f.,GS9. _ _. _. __ ..
. .. .
_ 5/2
1\'.AMOUS QUIVIRA _lJOOKSHOP and
GaUI!t')' 15
b"loclc lrom ~ohn110n Gym
on (1(;-rncll. Speelal order aervioo. -·5/2-·
Ct.OT.ltiNG SHIPMENT, heW 11toek of
vintage cloUtett lor- aprtng, The Silver
Suti!Jeam, -~4~! ~trill ~1!1_. .
trn

· 7) MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOYMENT

NEED SUMMER JOlJ. Apply at room
2140 Mesa VJsta at 11 :oo, 1:00 or- 3:00
llharp,

WednCI!Iday~

Thursday. Friday,

.
6/2
Ul75 GRADUATJi!S-.Atbuquerque Insur•
ance Areney seektnrr II&IM ancl sib
management trainees. Startlnir u!Ary
$750 and tJp. Call 2GS.6991.
_6/2
ALASKA l'IPELJNE DOOH I Inlorma•
tlon on construction and IIOrt<Onstruc..
tion jobS .In Alaska and on the J)ipelfne
wages, addri!St!es, qualitteationA-the true
story from AlaskJt. $6.00. Denali In·
lonnatlon Sc!rvice, Box 1'763, AttdtoraJte,
AK, 99610.
•
&/1
PART-TIME JOB, graduate llttklenbi ottly.
At'tetnoon!l & evenlnlf!l< :Muilt be abll!! :tl:)
work Friday & Saturday Jdght!l. :Mmt- be
21 Yl!ilts old. A'PPIY in pet!IOn, no phone
calli!, pleul!e. Sa\te Way Liqttor Store,
5704 Lomu NE.
NEEDED~
PERS~O~N~s~-J...
nw_ett_b!d~-i:"-fl
clowning. Can Gat'Y alter 6:00. 881..

8902.

&/2

FREE FEMALE Collte/Shepberd el'OM td
good home. 2934110 «Weninza.

•I

"

'

t

-~=~~-

HAS THE ItECESSION taken your sum.
mu :Sobs! Jobs back East stillavallabt~
$1100/mo. 243-1313.
. 6/2
GltAOS &. UPPER-GRA1>S: Pmna.tH!nt.
'IJQ!IItiona & summer- Sobs aY&IIaN~. Ap.
pty now at PO'M'Elt•PATTERSON
PERSONNEL, INC. 1030 San Pedro
NE. 266.&761. _
•_
&/2
CHEAP DIRTY OLD _b,eehclor- ne!edtl
<l!lte!Ung yeung lath'. to help with honse.,....,rk, organie trardenintr artcl :raistn~r

flowers. _2S5M241&.

,..L
I

l

&/2

't'EMALE WANTED TO HELP Wee .cue
ot troJJi'!al fish.lntttdte at lt3 Spruce
NE, Apt.. 3, 5-8 _ki eve. _
G/2
SUMMER JOJJ-..1!176, .Tuat t;rlntea. 1000'11
or entries. A ~Ust,lor all ,lob searebenJ
who llte SC!J'ious allout finding- summer
@htploYDient. Mall $G.9G to AMetkaft
Rao~earcb Lt. 4!19 Hamilton Ave. Pal<l
AUt:~, .Calif. 94304.

*
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19'73 l1MW 'IGO; 'iSOO mites, $2200. 1967
nodgo Van rebuUt engirt~ 1969 Dodge
Van w/shtk, ieeboj(, fold-t~ut bed. 265•
~436. - 4/28
0
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•

•

-
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ntcYCLES J!OR SAL~. lAn'irest seleetfoti
at. Jowest J)tfeea on Gltane, Libetla,
$85, utjh!, included. 277<4107.
. _ G/1
,Zt!us and tweltf.Y_ oUter- of tM. world's
ihtest makes•.Used bikes ttont
New
f!uR~tsit~fi -2 ~Mc,n\ -·alia;tm~rit- $t5o
blk~ !rom $90,. "WORLO CHAMPION.
Plus Utilities 1902 Gold SE, 265•2969,
BICYCLES; 2122 Coal Plae~ SE, 848•
.
... . - l'i!~
9378~ -· .
·tfJi
_ Ot.t.J 1\l:tnAOl!:S, 194949'70 $1.00 eaeh.
]toont 132. M_ar~n Ha)J~ __ . _ _ ____ . _ _
OLtJ Lonos on !iall! lor- toe t!Aeb, ttm •
. 13l!LlJiil'I'Qit H!!!J•_ _ __ _ . __ . __ . _ . _
VOLVO & VOLKSWAGt!JN WORK'. ltea•
Mruibfe· t>rfees, Foreign .AUt6 SerVice,
__6121 Gii~O.!i S~, 2Gii•G124•.· ... , .... . ttn
ctrARLlll: ROMERO. Unlttue .ro1d and
__dia~_ond_.w~din~ ritlgs• 29S.690!. ··-· 5/2
A'N'l'IQtJ'Ii! SPRING CLOTltES, anlirjtle
furniture• quilts, ~hotolt'rapM, . atci!S•
soi'ies•.. Thr! Silver sunbeAm. 3409 Cen·
tr41 ltE.
.tfd

sao.

FOUN'D : Two otdt!r kitteti8-=-CO:lico &

Tiger-striped. 200 block ol StandCotd.
_ 6/Z
265•4564.

3)

SERVICES

FANTASTIC 'tYPING t l!lic page. $1.00
mhtfmum. Sandi 881·Ga13 ol' 29:MUO.

•

'

6/~

GltA]>UATES SEEKING _ JOBS'l Your
restiirte prepared, printe·d & dlstribufed

in J'tttte . National DirectotY~ . i:rtexJ)ettM
shfety. Free inf'o;~ fonn. Write· "RE·
SPONSE .RESUME AIDS, Box 82943·
C-D1 San Diego~ CA 92138.
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Student Paran·oia On Increase
As Final Exams Draw Nearer

Ill
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1'11001/$ i'ARAOISE PRESENTS YOU WITII A I'IIREE PACK

End Of Se~nester Sale •'
at

'.

01' POT PAPERS FROM OUR PLETHORA OF ~ARAPHEitNALIA
--WI'fll PUitCUASI> 01' A I'ACK OF:
.

.g

By S. Lori Brown
wanted them to.
• able to find a re11IIY goqd job, one
As final · ell:ams ··and the end of
"I just feel I sho11ld make the tbilt Ilike."
the semester draw nearer, st11dent mo.&t out qf my time here,
paranoia increase$ to mammoth because my parents and I are , . Other fears students expressed.
0
paying so much for 'it, ' 1 said Jonn mcluded c()ncern over the effect
proportions.
that the rising cost of livi!lg and
The major cause of this sudden · Duf£; a UNI\i freshman,
'R
int:lation
will h11ve. on their al!ility
Inability
to
decide
whether
to
in fear is d11e to the dread
~ ' increase
stay in Alb11querque cir go home, to continue tQ. pay for their
of
final
exams.
This
primary
fear
•
followed by a fear that comes in and whether to work this summer education and Je'ar over· the
~ ais close
Se!lond, That i$, "What am. or go to summer school seem to increase in the rape rate predicted
precipitate the student paranoia· for this spring,
I going to do this summer?"
On th«J lighter side, one student
Though most students over what to do this summer.
"I"m gqing t() stay here this ·remarked facetiously that .his
interviewed ilid not fear that they
~
would fail final exams, they did summer," said Nancy Stone, an greatest concern was that the
indic'!te a £ear that they might not u'!~ergraduate. "But . I'm just Education building would collapse
do as well as th11Y or their pnr«mts , afrmd that I'm nqt going to be while he was in it.
..:I

f

The Byzantium

•

(Santa Fe)

...
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.New Mexico
:DAILY LOBO
No~ 143
Vol. 78

·: Box 20, University P.O., 1JNM
Albuquerque, N,M. 8'1131
Editorial Phone (606) 277·
4102, 277-4202 .
.
I
i

.

, · The New M61co Jialbl LobO 18 imbo
1 llahed Mond_, throuch . hldav evert
· r•u1ar _Week of the Unlver.!lty )'t!li'
•

\

1

and weeklr dtirlnK the 1!1Uri'lmer ~e~aloft

bhY the Board· or Student f.ubllcatlons or
-_t e University e>(- New Mi!!.'l:lco, and ta·
not flllanelolly aiSI>C!Ioted· with UNM.
Second ela!l postage Plld at AlbUqlier·
· · QUe, New Mexico 87131. Suboerlptlon
:rate.b .•to.oo ro.r the aeademle year.
The. opinions expreo""" on the Odl·
torIal pag.. of· The Dall; ·Lobt> arll
thooe of the author i!Oielv. Unsigned
opinion Is that or the editorial. bol:rd
oTf. The Dal111 Lobo. Nothing printed Iii
he Dalbl Lobo neeatarlbi repl'<!lenll
.. 11
t he ,!~""' of. the UnlvenliV of NeW·
.
: .

........

..

A Sale •' •'

This Is

"Theyire probably listening to us
right now," he added from behind
·the bars of his swank padded apart·
ment. "So you might as well turn
off that tape recmder y()u have '
hidden 11nder your C()at."

I

Large Selection
•

On the progn()sis for paranoia·
prone pr()fessors, State Psycho]().
gist Ernest T. Charlatan was hope·
fui
•
,:With psychiatric help these af·
11icted men and women can even·
!uaily l~arn to coRe with nn ever~
mcreasmgly h()st1le student clientelle," said Dr. C haria tan, "and it's
never to() l11te to hope, is it?"

'

of Long

l'

and Short Dresses
All Below 50% Off

I

::;:.

--

·t

~.

..

Large Selection of Blue Jeans
Size Limited-Quality Guaranteed
50% Or Better Discounted
Reg. $10.-$14. Between $4. & $5.

It no longer
bas .to decide who .
is going to college~

•

~

~·

0
t;:j
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Professor's Paranoia: A Profound·.
Pattern Produced by Pressures?

. ..

"'

1-1

*

with the academic inducements to
Satire by D11niel Crain
paranoia as well as Dr. Frank. llut
· . How has the paran()ia profile of for such misfits there is still h()pe.
today's professc;~r far.ed as it con· Assistant full-blown professor
fronts m()unting . academic pres· • Joshua Tree reports that a team of
sures, intra-departmenhil squabbl· UNM medical en11ineers working
ing and backbiting, und the spec·
under his supervision has is()lated.
· "
Ire of Jovan Djuric?
the virus believed responsible fQr
Pretty damn well, .if y()u can trust p!lra~()ia and its accompanying'
the word of a number of them ~t:lus10ns of grandeur.
recently polled on the subject-if,
Tree
regards·
the
Dt.
indeed, y()u can trust anybody's
breakthr()ugh as a maj()r accom·
word on anything these days, which
plishmcnt in combating world
is doubtful.
Communism.
One might naturally expel!! to
' "lt'sa small step for a man, bui a
find university professms more
gi;~iit step for a Bonapart," said Dr.
prone to paranoia than persons Tree.
from other walks of life. It is, after
a!l, a fa.V()rite affliction among the
h•ghly mtellectu11l, much as gout .
and hypoglycemia rank high on the..·
sick-lists of the ri!!h. But the re.,
marks of those professors contacted
in this informal, spurious poll exhi·
blted surprisingly few tendancies of
the they're-out· to-get-me strain.
"I fail to see where ;1 professor is
more likely to develop paranoid
behavior patterns than, say, your
average Borneo head-hunter," said .
Dr.. P.. Hamilton Frank, a visiting
associate lecturer in misanthropic
studies.
"There's nothing about this
profession that C()ufd lead me, for
one, to so profound a mistrust of
my colleagues and fellow men, ex·
cept, . maybe, those goddamn
teacher evaluation forms they give
If? students at the end of every
semester. If those punks give y()u a
bad evaluation, you can kiss. off
'that raise in salary you were ·hoping
·
for," said Dr. Frank.
Frank's graduate assistant, who
threatened a l;~wsuit if his name
was published, added, · "the
Thouglit Police are. after Dr.
Frank," and said if Frank is captured as. a result of this article, ·
"those head-hunters will never be
the same.'' ·
·
·
...
Not every educafor can cope

~
~
•

Your future no l()nger has to
be In the hands of the' almighty
dollar~your dollars that Is. Be·
cause an Air Foree ROTC 4-year
scholarship will pick up the
' bills, Tuition bills ... textboQk
and lab bills. Plus, it provides good job to go to. And a future
for a hundred dollar a month without limits. Travel. Promo·
allowance for you to spend as tions. Prestige. .
·
you see fit.
.
, · .
There are 6500 Air Force
And a! graduation, that .ROTC college scholarshi):is i.n
scholarshiP really starts paying ··.total. ·why not see if you've
off. You receive .a commission earned one during the last few
as an _Air Force officer. Phis a years.'
·

..

~

The Byzantium

''
.-

Put it aJI together in Air Force ·R()TC.

1425 CENTRAL NE
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Santa Fe Village Santa P"e
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Hear The Rolling Stones Story On The Radio _Station

.IJIJ.IiFM
).

'

/i
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!
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#
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'
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1
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r
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·Another example! My sister,
visiting pte from Connecticut,
agreed to have her fortune told by
a fortuneteller as part of an art ide J
was researching on the gypsy trade
in. the city.
She came. home ..and threw a
suspicious glance at me as J asked
what reading the fortune teller had·
given her.
..She said my friends and relatives are smiling in my face and
then laughing at me behind my
back!" Tracy said. I smiled. She
glared. Instant paranoia, at three
&uc~s a hit, rto less!
. ..
Anything can bring on that unreasoning terror. I .know this dog
who hangs· out at my brother's ''
house for the sole purpose of peeing on all four tires of my truck
w~en I come over. Everytime. I

Free Wine
. . ·and
.
.
Cheese TaSting ·
'

.

KMYR.Sunday,May4.

STEREO

!'

\

...

-~

Sonoma Vineyards

.I
I•

)

.~

,,

.

With ·cheese by
, • r

· ·F~day-200pm-6:00prn
Saturday-100pm-600prri

D

;
)

·"

1:-ocated ~in Winrock.

ESTEll£

35Wiarock·
CenterNE
298·7811

WINE:&liQUOR MART~-·

------•

SUNDAY, MAY4,1975~
8:15 RM. • POPEJOY HALL ,
0

'TICKETS AI SUB BOX· OFFICI: & GOLD SiREEi
NATURAL SOUND II. . &
CANDYMAN (SANTA FE)
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Daily Lobo

Letters
Editorials

Perspective

(___
Pe_r_s_p_ec_t_iv~e~C~o_n_ti_n_ue_d_·._._.J

Opinions

Opinion

A Chicano And The Med School

Opinion

The Reality
of Zionism

By Clarence P. Gallegos
In the recent years since I
have been attending the
University of New Mexico, the
controversy surrounding the
minority and medical school
has been very much a part of
my environment here at
U.N.M., and in light of Bill
Coleman's recent opinion, I
hope some added comments on
this subject might prove helpful
in the sense that, through my
article, people will in turn think
in a more constructive manner
as far as the minority issue is
concerned.
To briefly state my position,
until recently I was a pre-med
student at this institution. Next
year I will be attending medical
school at Meharry Medical College in Tennessee. At this point,
one might say, "Oh, but that's
a Black school, those don't
count." WeiJ, to counteract
those· types of statements, I am
also a high alternate at ··the
Michigan State Medical School
with a current G. P.A. of 3.4
and a scfence MCAT score in
the upper 61st percentile. Now
that, hopefully, that sort of B.S.
is cleared, I'd like to get to the
first point behind my statement.
I feel that an opinion from a
Chicano might give a helpful
insight as to why minority
programs should exist, especial·
ly since we are the supposed
main cause of this whole mess.
l:o me, the minority program is
present because of the simple
fact that today, in America,
people that need health care
the most are simply not receiv·
ing it. These include not only
impoverished Indians, Mexican. '

By Adam Nassar
An outside observer can not help but notice the tremendous
economic, military and political support that the U. $. government
and American Zionist organizations give to Israel.

'(/j(

.J:....-··

'A FEWfiiiii/)Rf/) Af/Ll/ON 81/CKS MOREl'

This support surprised even the Israelis, who say ironically
"American Zionists are zealous in their willingness to fight to the
last Israeli to save Palestine for the Jews.''
·some historians explain this support as the only option for
American Jewry in its attempts to solve the problem of the
refugees fleeing Nazi persecution without awakening anti-Jewish
feelings.

During the last thirty years the Zionist organizations were able
win the support of the press and national legislators. Zionism's
nature is racist and imperialistic. Those journalists, congressmen
and
senators support Zionism because they themselves are racists
included 15 concerts grossing
and
imperialsist who have supported the practice in other parts of.
close to $400,000.00. I am
qualified to be chairperson and the world,
I intend to address myself to the
issues raised by all the con·
This reality of Zionis'm has been realized more and more by
troversy and political maneuver· American intellectuals. Frederic Walz in his book "New and True"
ings aimed at my removal. The describes Israel as "a racially-oriented state where non-Jews are
P. E.C. chair is too critical to be severely disadvantaged," a view contrary to Pro-Israel propa·
'reduced to the level of a politi· ganda.
cal cake-walk. There are two
. bran.ches.in-ASUNM.Aian. Wil~
He ·documents. this with news Items referring to -acts of
son declined to reappoint me. I rabbincial· courts in recent years and the 1972 resolution of the.
will appeal directly to the. Se· Li.N. Human Rights Commission charging Israel with war crimes
nate to De-politicalize the against the population of the occupied territories.
P. E. C. chair and put me to work
based on my qualifications not
American Zionists of course do not mention Walz's ideas or the
my politics.
fdeas of Rabbi Jacob Neusner, writing in ''American Judaism:
Stephen Schroeder Adventure in Modernity," that "reliance on the state of Israel
suggests that to satisfy their need for fantasy, American Jews look
forward to ever more romantic adventures reported in the press,
rather than to the colourless times of peace ... ''

Schroeder Responds To Letter

Editor:
I should be judged on those
My job as P. E.C Chairman is things that pertain to my job as
highly visa!>le. Many indivi· P.E.C. chairman. My job is not
duals who •'criticize" or slander that of a musical despot but
my name and efforts come for· that of an administrator cancerward only to advance their im· ned with financial responsibi·
mediate personal desires (a lity, concert production, facility
P.E,C. appointment, a musical management,
revenue
act, or political·consideration). I research, contractual negowould ask these persons Where tiations and agreements, as
their "sincere" criticism, lnpl!t, • well as.. seJVicing the fin.;mcial
effort, was when it was needed. and entertainment requests of
My
work
has · been the whole student body. The
questioned by Mr. 'Anderson P.E.C. is. constructed like a
(P. E. C. applicant turned down business, it should be 1'\Jn like
last year). He fails to take into one.
account that I do not vote on
We are a self contained comthe musical groups ?ffered ex· mittee, and our year will ~ave
capt in the case of a tie. I did
break the tie vote on Linda
Ronstadt to bring the concert to
over 2,000 people who have
their own. musical tastes, Mr. Editor:
· There are many students on campus, both male and female,
Anderson. The P.E.C. makes
·who
wish to see Dr. Booke Smith remain as a member of the
the decisions and the chairper·
History
department faculty.
.
son is responsible for adminisShe
has
proven
herself
to
be
competent
as a historian and is
tration. They listen to 'fellow
students, put surveys in the more than capable of the research required for a· university. But
LOBO, conduct telephone sur- more importantly for the students, Dr. Smith ca.n teach.
As students, we are here to gain knolwdge and we .haVe
veys, man survey tables in 'the
S. U.B .. and read several trade achieved that in Dr. Smith's classes. Lectures are thorough; they
magazines, and· make their present information in a manner which is interesting as well as
·
musical decisions based on a lot educational.
While
no
one
within
the
History
department
has
offered
public·
of information.
support
for
Dr.
Smith,
the
department
refuses
to
comment
on
the
Mr. Anderson mentions con·
case
or
give
reasons
for
her
dismissal.
certs that "got away from
Whatever those reasons, let us hear them. If the case does not
P. E. C. and us." What' does he
really know about really hap- involve sex discrimination, as jane Roebuck maintains, what
pened in each separate. and does it involve? .
As studl)nts intersted in education, we have a right tQ know.
unique situation? If he was ever
Kathleen A. Ayres
that interested in these groups.
he never showed up at the
OOONESBURY.
critical times. I invite anyone
.
who is interested to come to the .
S,U.B: room 245 and I will
separate fact from fiction.
I feel that remarks made out
of ignorance or sudden concern
come late to a hard working
· -committee that faces the res·
ponsibilities. and complexities of
a half million . dollar ann'ual
gross business, We would not
have ~missed'' those acts if
they had not first been voted. on
j)y a .committee that is much
more in touch with studen.t
body interests than Mr. Ande~
son could possibly
be. ;·., " • ' • •.-.
1•·.t
· !.>-.;,· . .-.-•.

Smith Competent

·JU'f'~i~H~.itfloii·*~i).

·'~-

There are signs of the weakening of the Zionist hold on the U.S.
public opinion because of the defeat of imperialism and racism
internationally and the realization by many Americans that they
have been misled. Their real interest should lie with the people
who fight for the right of self-determination which the people of
Palestine are a part of.
The Palestinians, the victims of world Zionism who became the
"new Jews of the world" have not yet lost hope to return to their
homeland. Such hope is alive in their hearts and expressed in their
folk songs: "Haifa. 0 beloved city, we left thee with fish that our
fishermen Had caught still thrashing about in the sands." Or from
another folk song: "We fled thee, 0 sad city of the North, with our
Dubki song not yet finished. Acre. we built thee unafraid of the
·
roar ofthe sea.''

by Garry Trudeau
A PACK
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Letters to the Edi«!r...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 2so words,
typewritten and double
spaced.
Sender'sname,addressand
telephone number must be in. eluded .with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will not
be withheld upon request. If a
letter is rrom a group, please
include a name, telephone
number and address of a
group member. The letter
will carry that name, plus the
name of that group.

Chinese
Culture
Center

tENCIWAS
GOING TO
TI?Y IllS /IAN[)
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Americans, .and Blacks. but also
poor Whites. Our federal
government, in an effort to.
solve this problem, in turn gives
money to schools that accept a
certain number of minority students that represent these seg·
, ments of the popl,llation. The
main school of thought is this:
get Mexican-Americans, Blacks,
and Indians to take care of their
own kind. It has to be done this
way because, to put it bluntly,
not enough white Anglo doctors
have been practicing where the
needs are tremendous .... The
facts contained in Bil.l Coleman's opinion only underline
my point. The whole idea of
entering medical school and
becoming a doctor is to even·
tually help people, not to make
a good life for oneself or to be
raised socially or intellectually.
So in a real sense, this problem
is actually a backlash from
years of depleted health care
that many people should have
rightfully recieved. I am certain
that if the double standard of
health care were not here today, schools would not have to
be literally forced to bring in
people that will hopefully do
something to remedy the
situation. With my current
G.P.A. I feel, in a sense, that I
got in on a break. There are
many Qthers like myself, in a
sense, that feel the same way.
In other words, we are in medi·
cal school to solve a very serious health and social problem
in our country. Once the double
standard concerning health
care is solved, then the double
standard conceniing medical
school applicants will be solved

EUROPEAN CAR RENTALS
RENT YOUR CAR .IN HOLLAND
THIS YEAR AND REALLY SAVE.
VW or Fl~t only $9.00 per day INCLUDING 100 tree KM's dally.

\

Larger cars/campers at similar

lngs, MINIMUM RENTAL AGE 18.
HILTON and MARRINGA
82~ Marin, Vallejo, Ca. 94590

j

1
also.
A second point I would like
to bring out is that many good
students in school aspire to
enter medical school because of
social influences. If you're
smart and bri~;~ht, the logical
thing to do is to go to medical
school just to prove that point.
There is a lot more to becoming
a physicain. a good physician,
than just having good grades. I
am sure that in med schools all
over the country many students
are found in a situation similar
to the one of the dog chasing
the car, Once it catches up to it,
it doesn't know what to do. this
point does not apply to Anglos
only. In case one hasn't
noticed, ·there are many bright
Blacks, Chicanos, and Indians
facing this very same problem,
even more so because of the
situation that exists.

TRUE AMERICAN PLANT SHOP
•

House Plant Sale!
Next Door To Deli-City Restaurant
3004 Central SE
(corner of Dartmouth & Central)

In conclusion, I would !.ike to
say that in order to solve this
problem, effort from both sides
is needed. First of all, if minority's academic levels were
raised, there would not be any
resentment to begin with. What
this biols down to is working
:hard to get gooa grades and 10
become
fine
physicians.
Secondly, if the majority of
physicians would resign themselves to the fact that they
should practice where the
needs are greatest ... Need I
say more?
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Spiritual Re·Birth & Physical
Stamina are the themes here.
Now offering classes in
KUNG FU, TAl CHI &
CHINESE LANGUAGE.
268-7023
3015 Central N.E.
(Next to Lobo Theatre)
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at Manzano H.S.
Tickets on sale at
Student Union Box
Office UNM and
Reidlings on Menaul.
Adult $3.00 Student $2.00.
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Sale Begins Sat., May 3rd
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All of Our Spring Clothes
Will Go On Sale At Our
Monte Vista Shop Only.
2937 Monte Vista NE
2:•H Monte Vista NE
· .· ·, (IJn The Triangle)
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Dope Busts Menace 'Midnight Tokers'
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By Lyn(la Sparber
It can come as quietly as n soft
knock on the front door, Or as
innocently as being pulled over
for a traffic t;ioket.. It can be a
shock, but never really a surprise.
It's called getting busted or being
popped and it can happen to mos.t
anybody who Is into dope.

The following four case
histories typify four kinds of
busts; one following .an
investigation, one a 'routinf)'
check of a car, one an a~cidcntal
fluke, and one involving parents.
All names are {ictitious, but the
stories are tr\le.

Case 1: Jeremy
Recently two p\ain·clothes
narcs approached Jeremy's
student ghetto apartment; he was
in school. '!'hey then Wl!nt to his
landlord, had him open the door,
and witness their search. On the
warrant, Jeremy was listed as "the
major dealer in thf) UNM area."
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The paper also said the police
were acting on information from
an "informed so\lroe" who said he
had seen a man enter the
apartment the night before (exact
time given) carrying two kilos.
The narcs were disappointed.
The "big .bust''· turned up only
small amo1.1nts of hash, ..speed and
pot, When Jeremy got home,
there was a note on the door
telling him to call the agents,
apparently meant to put press1.1re
on him to turn himself in.
He did, b1.1t not before calling a
lawyer. He still spent some tim~J in
iail and had to ,go thro1.1gh the
expense of paying off a bail
bondsman to get out. The case Is
still pending, b1.1t on the advice of
his ,lawyer, he's f!Ot talking about.
it,
When Jeremy was busted,·
Robert cleaMd his place out
down to the last rolling paper.
Case II: Robert
Rob.ert was an acq1.1aintance of
. Jeremy's. ll:.e was b1.1sted months
earlier .and was on probation when
the incident with Jeremy
occ1.1rred. Although his casual
friendship with Jeremy was not
easily connected with drugs, he
decided to take no chances;
Jeremy's arrest was so impossible
that now anything was possible.
Robert and a friend were
·lunching at McDonalds 'when a
squad ·car pulled up and helped
with the shakedown. In the car
they found a paper bag with two
lids of pot and some whites. The
dope was not his, the car was not
his, he had not been acting
suspiciol.ls)y-but he was still
bustei:Ctor the same charges as his
friend.
At the jail, he called home to
his girlfriend. Telling her, "you·
.know what to do," he soon lost a
substantial "stash" down the
garbage disposal. None searched
the house after all. The bail was
.$5000 each and his friend raised
the ten per cent bondsman charge
before he did. When he was alone
waiting for his release, the jailers
approached .him "Dragnet style"
and said since his friend had

.....

.rriAiL'rHis--_,
:coUPON FOR :
IFOLDERSON I
ILOWEST·COST I

deserted him, "wouldn'the like·to
talk now?"
While his friend had walked·
freely to the next building to be
creleased, Robert was handcuffed.
He had heen allowed to pay $250
of the bail that night and the
remaining half later. Friends and
relatives loaned him the rest and
the next day, as his girlfriend paid
off" the remainder, he and his
lawyer found ol.lt that the day
shift police were typing 1.1p release
papers to Jet him leave that day.
Besides the financial disaster of
the bail al!d the lawyer fees,
Robert had to cope with paying
his friends back. After he walked
out that day, he dic;l not hear from
the police again until they
notified him of his arraignment,
four weeks before the statute of
limitations would have run out on
the charges.
His friend got into trouble later
hut his original charges were
dropped anyway. Robert,
however, was p1.1t on six months
probatiop. and was told if he ever
got into tro1.1ble again both the
new and old charges would be
held against him.
Robert is careful now, taking
few chances and having little to
give the police should they knock
on his door. B1.1t he still gets
paranoid; after all, he was careful
that day, too.
Case lii: Donald
Donald's story is short artd was
a fluke. He lived in a multi·level
apartment building. The people •
above him were busted a.nd the
apartment was being searched, An
agent looked down a heating vent
and spotted a pot plant growing
downstairs. The plant belonged to
Donald's roommate,. and when he
got. home that evening he, like
Jeremy, fo1.1nd a note on the door.
Case IV: Dave
·
In Dave's case, there· was an
informer-his father. Dave came
home one night stoned and his
father couldn't handle it. The
.police were called in and took
Dave, not to jail, but to a mental
hospital; When Dave gets ouf;, he
has charges of possession and
being under the influence pending
against him.
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Let us help. plan your
vacation travel ~sk about
our special pa~;kages.
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WHERE IN THE WORLD
WOULD YOU LIKE TO GO?
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Steamships
Air/Sea Cruises
lndivldw:~l, Group or Family tickets
Hotels, Tours & Travel Insurance

~;:;,;:
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(505) 881·0240
REPUBLIC SQUARE
SUITES
5555 MONTGOMERY N.E.

CONTINENTAL
TRAILWAYS TOURS

.

~

265-7611

~

505-843-7310
"We will fulfill all of

See Peter Selleuin all ncwlWA ndvmtsing.

your travel needs"
Air, Steamship, Bus Tours
USA, Hawaii, Europe
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FOUR SEASONS
TRAVEL
127 A Jefferson NE
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Complete Travel Center

TWA introduces TransWorld Service.
A taste of Europe tlylng
to Chicago and NewYork.
Stopsor

ArriVes ConnectingCity Frequmey

Now there'ta brand new way to fly in the US.A. ·

TO CHICAGO•
it 'Jians World Service. And once you tty it,
II :SOam
Non-stop
8:20am
never wantto fly another way.
·
2:10pm
Non-stc\p
I0:40am
On meal flights, you ,:an savor continenti! cuisine
4<00pm
Two-stop
like Beef Man:hand de Yin. On snack flights, you'll 6nd !0:45am
6:15pm
Non·SU!p
2:35pm
fun foods like our delicious Roman Picnic Plate. '
8:58pm One·S!op
4:35pm
6:!0:un
NoMtop
You'll sit in out comfortable contoured seats sipping
2i44am
imported wines like Soave or Bordeaux, reading
TO NEW YORK
European magazines, or listening to 8 channels 01 free
5:03pm Via Chicago
audio entertainment, There~ even a special foreign ·
8:20am
4:0ilPm One·stop
channel with continental music and interviews.
9:25am
On..st<!p
Tell your Travel'Agent you want Tran.~ World Service ·!0:40am L 5:39pm
6:05pm Via Chicago
next time you're flying to Chicagoor New York.
~~~fs';: 9:38pm One·stop
You'll get a taste of Europe at 3cr;ooo feet.
3:35rm L !0:27pm Via

.Christian Student Center.
130 Girard NE

FALL 1975
Greek 1411-N.T.G. 9:00-10:30 MWF
Bible 4356-Book of Revelation 10:30-12:00 MW
Bible 1312-Life & Teaehing of Jesus 10:30·12:00 TT
Bible 3361-The C~rlnthian Letter 6:30·9:30PM Tues.

PlacE

2:44am. L 9:36am

6.209 Montgomen(Y NE
IN THE HEIGHTS

. 881-6464

'

61.20

B 4-tb St. NW

IN THE VALLEY
345·2525

Daily
Daily
Daily "
Dail1
Daily
Daily
Daily
Dally
Daily
Daily
Daily

Kim..,Ciry ExSat
ViaCl!icago Dally

~---------------~
Airport Codes: J- ).F.Kcnne.ly L- LaGuardia
Call your Travel Agent

TWO LOCATIONS'

Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class
$5.00-Full Credit

Enroll In A
·Bible Course For Credit

l
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Departs,

Bible 4365-The General Epistles Tues.·Thur. 6:30-9:30
Registration-June 5th, Class begins June lOth

~

Cl

"Flying from Albuquerque
will never .be the. same!'

229 Fifth Street, NW
Albuquerque, New Mexico

'

WorldWide
Travel Agency
"TAKEADV ANTAGE OF US"

NM,87109

Suite 104 I First Natloo•i Bank Building (1St
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"ASK US, WE'VE BEEN THERE"
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-3412 Central Ave. SE

255-5558
AMERiCAN

-
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SuilEf A/ :32o5 ~ira! Aveo'lut' N'oi111Mt
Alb\JCIUerq~!, New Mt!~1!)) 81101i/2US.!i!l61

Unlverse~l

Travel Service

~CALL
.:..

·thunderbird .-~ ..AI
travel oge~cy - - . 1 '
.

For infonnation on
these TWA programs
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~.

266-5646

~

Tn••r•\\a~rl~

Trani, IK•
Bottom Looby Xerox Bldg.
at2201 San Pedro NE

'

2

Airlines

266-7744

SUMMER COURSE
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:~~~~~~J~URS:

: oflny scheduled •lrllne
I
TO: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
I
I. 630.51hAVe. 1 N.V.,N.V.100ii21
(212,757·8585
I
I • Phone:
For Toll Free Number outside
1 N.V.,dlaiWatslriformatlon 1
• (BOO) 555·1212
I Name
I
"
I
I Street
I
I City
1 State
Zip _ _ 1
1 Pleasesendfolderson:
1
0 LOWESTVOUTH FARES
I Save money no maller when I
1 . you leave, how lon,g you stay I 1
D CAMPING TOURS
I · Deluxe camping for18·30
I
group. Big choice of
1
I age
tours Including Eastern
1 Europe.
1
DSIC:ITHEALPS
·I Thur mld·Aprll. Low prices I
& 2 WAek tours.
I
I D for1
CAR&r ·.. LTOURS
1 Chptcr·JI1,2&3weektours. 1
Campers, I
I Gowhereyouwant.
tool
I D ICELANDIC 'TOURS
I
Expeditions for naturalists, I
I geologists. VIking history
I
I tt tours.
AFFINTi'V GROUP TOURS
1 ~ Form your own school club 1
.. r.oup of at feast 25 memb. ers I
. gtraveling
,I
together. Save
I money .'Have fun with lrtends, I
Icelandic offers dally scheduled I
I Jets
ffom New York, and several
1 Jets weekly from Chicago, to 1
. Luxembourg In the heart of
I Europe. At lower fares than any I
other sc~eduled airline
1
I slnco19521
I SEEYOUATAAVELAGENT I
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255-8665
2906 Central Ave. SE
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Paranoia. for Normal Conformists:
"'......
i Some Things You Never Knew

Administrators BraveNightlyAttack •.
~
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Ha.ve you ever stopped to
Have you . ever stopped ;:md #
consider what might be drifting wondered if Allen Funt is on the
on the bottom of that canned other side of the mirror . in a
soda you are drinking?'
public restroom?
Perhaps you might try waking
Try to recall that ·.nervous
up, periodically during the night to n e i g h b or of yo l1 r s who
listen if your heart is still b~atil)g, ·unintentionally does a Don
' Of course what are your Knotts impression. Do you ever
innermost feelings after reading know if he sits in front of a little
the symptoms of a new .disease in red button that launches .ICBM s?
the latest edition of the Readers
Do you ever get telephone calls
Digest.
in the middle of the night from
For those who chew' on someone who immediately hangs
toothpicks, what are your chances up?
of catching Dutch Elm's disease.
These items might have you
If you are afraid of having your thinking now but what would the
picture circulated (lmong officers patients in a doctor's waiting
of the law, just ask yourself what· .room say if you walked in with a
happens to the negatives in those Q·tip stuck in :Your ear.
26 cent photo booths.
' FinaiJy; what would you do if
A message to faculty members you graduated fr9m UNM with
is to remember that beady-eyed your diploma, walked into an
student who sits in the second to employer's office for a iob
last row and mutters to himself interview and the man started
laughing hysterically?
since you gave him an F grade,

· By Orlando Medin11
If you ;~~e 11 W«Jll adjusted
..;j
student whose only desire in life is
to get a "higher education" and to
find pe'rfe'ct peace and
contentment within yourself, you
. 0
have no business attending a st;~te
university alone.
::a
However, ·ir you are basically a
~
· conformist at heart or just want
~ to stan~ out in the crowd, hl!re
oO are a few things to be paranoid
about that you might not have
gl,
· considered.
tf
If you w!llk around barefoot in
the summer, chances are you
might step on something
dnngerous like a rabid ant.
The next time you are looking
for a book in the upper sta<;ks of
Zimmerman Library, stop to
consider who or what might be
lurking and salivating .behind the
next shelf.
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City Scrutinizes .U.

For those of you too naive to
believe that widespread hatred ol
students exists not only in the
classroom but throughout the Albuquerque community, peer closely at this excerpt from a Jetter sent
by Albuquerque · City Council
President Jack Kolbert to new
ASUNM President Alan Wilson.
"The result of student apathy is
that the non-student (and even
anti-student)
pressure
groups
sometimes get their message to
prevail."

Just what is this message? And
why are they so concerned with
.talking about us in the City Council anyway? We were a little fearful
to ask the.. questions of city personnel (Y,ou'll notice we haven't signed
our riamc) but obvously .sgrneonc
should go downtown and ask the
Council for an explanation.

I WISH I

KNEW WHAT
KINO OF A

.

. By Louis Tcmpkln
Politics has always been known
to lead to paranoJa. The LOBO
interviewed various Senators, committee heads, elected officials and
other people involved in ASUNM
to • discover their paranoia (Most
were too paranoid to allow use of
their names..•)

-I'm paranoid that I'm not
popular anymore .••
-I'm paranoid that the administration 11nd faculty will never
• represent the true community in
theory and practice: ..
-I'm paranoid that any student
who questions. and takes a St!lnd

J"OB I'M .
OUT OF!

0

The ·Election Commission
levied fines ranginJl from $10 to
$25 for violations by candidat~s
in the ASUNM Spring election
against the ASUNM Election Code
and campagin procedures.
By law the minimum fine is
$10. Election fines will receive the
same treatment as library fines
and those candidates who do not
pay the fines will have their grad~s
and transcripts withheld.
The list of violators and fines
are:
Poster deadline removal, $15:
SIN, Progressive Party, The
Individual Party, Damon Tobias,
Wilson·Goodfriend, PIRG.
Failure to register referendum
·campaign, $10: PIRG.
Illegal posting of campaign
materials, $25: Accion,
Wilson·Goodfriend.
Failure to turn in a financial
statement, $26: Ron Brandes,
Rod Salazar.
No signature on financial
statement, $10: Kit Goodfriend,
Carlos Archuleta.

.Guess Who's Paranoid in Senate

Senators suy:
-I live in constant fear of waking up one morning and being
Steve Schroeder ...
-J'm so, so, so. afraid that David
Garcia will shave his beard and
beat me up nner a Senl\te m~:eting,

·

Fines for ASUNM
Candidates Assigned

.

against the faculty and administralion will be deal! with in the same
way as faculty members like Djuric
in Engineering, Jane Abrams in !he
~rt dep~rtment, and Brooke Smith
m the H1story department.,,
· Other elected ?fficials, committee heads and mterested people
'
were paranoid that:
-Someone will take Annetta
Barnes and Orl11ndo Medina
seriously· and that my parents will
find out I'm only half Chicano.,.
-I'll be impeached ...
-My personal and business
phone is tapped ...
-Ernesto Gomez will come back
and be president ...
In view of the recent ASUNM
and PIRG elections, we felt public
re~ction to voting would be appropnate:
.
- , -I'm paranoid of having an elect Jon held, cont·ested, thrown out
and a new election being held ...
...;I'm paranoid of havirtg all the
voting machines break down •..
Others paranoid about ASUNM

itselflaid:
-1 m paranoid of not 'being consistent.. ..
-Pm . paranoid of spending
money and finding out about a
$12,000 deficit , ..
-I'm paraoid of finding out the
group just funded doesn't exist .. .
-I'm afraid of being buried .. .

THE HI·FI

WIZARD
HAS SOMETHING

SPECIAL·

fOR YOU •••

Financial statement signature
not notarized, .$10: Tobias, Ken
Kietzke, Dorothy Davidson, Larrv
'Eckhardt, Rob WernoeiC; Lisa
Sewell.
Inaccurate financial statements,
$10; and ov.er-spending on
campaign, $10: Rick Lopez.

.

lt;•s a fact!
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Minimum_continUolis average out..

persecuted, l hnve some
frustrations but no. apprehensions,
I ·haven't been treated unfairly,"
Travelstead said, however, that
he was upset by a letter in
Tuesday's LOBO tha~ said he
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The last ASU.NM Coffee ho.use Presentation·
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The Big River Boys
Sat.; Mciy ·3
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Old 'Bobkstbre
Goffee:,Housei.
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You may not even be lazy.
and the 4 oz. size. Total® 2 oz. has
Just very busy. Who has time for a
a free, mirrored lens storage case,
solution to wet contacts, another for
and the new economy 4 oz. size
soaking, still another to clean them
saves you 25%.
and maybe or:1e for cushioning:?
' . Total® is available at the
It gets pretty c,.omplicated to say
campus bookstore or your local
nothing of the expense.
drugstore.
Now there's Total~ The all-in~
And we're so sure you'll
one contact lens solution that does
like Total® that we'll give you your
it alf.Totaf® wets, soaks,.cleans and
second bottle free. Just send a •
cushions your contacts. And you
Total® boxtop with your name,
only have to use a single solution.
address and college name to:
Try Total~ See how much more
Total, Allergan
Pharmaceuticals
comfortable your conttaa~ct~~"'/'r~~~z2
lenses can be. And r.
2525 Dupont Drive
cleaner. And a lot
1rvine, California 92664
easier to use.
(Limit one per per~on.
There are two
Offer expires
good ways to buy
July 31, 1975.>'
Total®~ the 2·oz. size

.'

Sale24.89

HD 414 List Price 49.7f
Sale36.56
HD 424llst Price 79.71:

Tatar' makes 'canlacl
.·

C)

~

Sale57.49

'

..

HD 44 List Price 29-75 1
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would not allow pants to be worn
~
by the women who work In his
·i:C'
<>ffice. "Of course they can,
.they've been wearing pnntsuits for
~.
n
years, you can ask any of .them," .0
he insisted.
'='

SEI\II\IHEISER

'!JPi-eTE
+!99~
r'~

(54 Holes) ·
for
$1.50 (A $3.00 Vol1
ue)
I·
Anyone accompanying I
coupon-bolder may do ,the ·1
some.
I

..

Super Lightweight
Super Fidelity
Super Price

put per channel, all channels dri·
van 15 Watts. Power band 40 HZ
to 20KHZ. A fantastic unit!
MARANTZ 2(115 Recei~er $249.95
GARRARD 42C Turntable
59.95
STANTON Cartridge
29.95
BASE
9.95
DUST COVER
12.95
2 WAi.D 820 Speakers 8"
99.95
'fatal purchased separately 462.90

HAVE ABALLI
PLAY P~TT·PUTT GOLF

""' II' 5100
San Mateo NE I
. · 881·9866
. .. 1

SALE

--·ll'<·

":-II PloyJustAll 3 Courses
I
I
II

,.

This precision constructed un"ii:
offers Gyro·Touch tuning for accu•
rate ret:eption; plus FM h'iUting
pushswitch. There's also a built·in
ferrite AM antenna and advanced
-solid·state circuitry thrc:U.ighout.

make..

~

.

:a•·-..

No brag ....just fact.
We make a better sandal
than anyone.
Iii ·fact, we mak~
sandals better than
~ anything else , .
we

r----•coup2n - - - - - ,

Early campaigning, $15: SIN,
Weber•Tempkin.
Use of campaign tactics not
approved by the EC, $25: Rick
Lopez, Annetta Barnes.
Candidates who did· not have
their signatures on financial
statements notor.ized will have
until this Friday afternoon to do
so: If the statements arc not
notarized by then, the fine will
apply to those candidates.
The financial statements in
question are in room 242 of the
SUB, where they may also .be
notarized.

Incidents of female rape are
expected to h1creasc with- the
advent of warmer weather, but
high administrative officials must
expect year-round abuse and
attack by irate students and angry
academic groups,
Harold W. Lavender, Vice
President for Student and Campus
Affairs, was asked if he felt any
paraPOia when leaving his office at
night.
"Para nold7 Who isn't?" be
chuckled. "Of cour,se I am, of
school and life, everything.
Seriously, about the only thing
I'm not afraid of is my
relationship with students."
The Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Chester C,
Travelstead, had a different
answer. "You don't mean
paranoid, of course, since that
feeling can only be attributed to
someone else. No, I don't feel

I,
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Hancock's 'Death Wish'
Lets the Listener Down
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''Death ·Wish"
Herbie Htlllcock
(Columhlu/PC 33199)
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By BRIAN MATTHEWS
Maybe when viewing the movie,
Death Wish, the music went hand
in hand with the picture on the
screen, But just for listening, the
music from this album ranks with
the worse (and Mr. Hancock has
had a very few) of this famous
progressive/contemporary jazzma-

n.
Herbie Hancock was named by
Down Beat magazine as the 1974
Jazz Man of the year. And you
have to agree that he has altered
the '70s in the field of jazz, But all
artists have to have a poor album,
and for Mr. Hancock this is it.
Mr. Hancock let his listeners
down with this release, In between
his million seller, "Headhunters"
and a now potential million seller,
"Trust," Herbie Hancock ventured
into the area of applying music to
film. He w<IS culled upon by
producer Dino De Laurentiis to
put to~ether some music for this
movie an which a man goes out into
the streets and avenges the killing
of his daughter, and the placing
his wife in a mental institution by
several' men, and he gets away with
it. Herbie Hancock does just about
the same thing: he goes into the

•

~-- .. ·~>"'"'

"The Dynamic Superiors"
'!'he Superiors
(Mptown M6·822Sl)

***

This is an album you wlJI either
love or hate. For my part, I hate
it. This has nothing to do with the
Supe1ior's. pot ipconsiderable
talents, but with their sound.
st11dio and avenges the short circuit
The Superiors are cun:ently the
of his Arp O.dyssey Synthesizer, leading proponents of soul groups
an_d gets away }Vith it by throwing Jed by a male soprano dressed in
th1s album on us .
semi-drag, with a sound that
Out of 13 songs, there are just drives this reviewer up the wall.
two cuts worth mentioning on this
If listening to a man who sings
total album. Those two arc, "Death as if he was castrated at an !!arly
Wish" the title .track, and "Joanna's age appeals to you, this album is
theme." Death Wish is a junipy. one of the best of its kind. The
lifting tunc. It is tbe first cut on s1de songs are varied, the sound tight,
one, so naturally you expect to find and when deeper voiced vocalists
better things on the album. The are allowed to sing, the sound is
song has a heavy bass beat, and damn good.
"Shoe Shoe Shine" and "Don't
could be a nice party song. It has a
mean transition where he breaks Send Nobody Else" are the best
cuts. Unless you are a hard core
into some sweet mood music.
"Joanna's Theme" is a mellow Smoky Robinson fan, better listen
break from this . hurting music to a few cuts before buying.
score. Here Mr. Hancock goes into
his music instead of standing on
the outside. looking in. He gets
involved in the music he composed
and performed.
As for the rest of the cuts on· the
album, they arc marred by being
undistinguishablc, sounding unfinished and rough. The Death Wish
album may make a good party
record-for those who can dance
without a beat. This album carries
no basic ·theme, it seems thrown
together, and being very truthful, it
may be.
Herbie Hancock muy not be
ready to score movies just yet, but
just like any other human being,
you learn by doing.
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Grand Opening

Bean Bag Village
·Quality Bean Bag Furniture
Couches-Love Seats-Discs
Chairs-Large Color Line
Velvets-Cloths-N aughyde
HOURS
1 0:00-7:00 Mon,-Thurs.
10 :00-9 :00 Fri., Sat.

Starting at $ 12.95
1 Year Guarantee
10% OFF With This Ad//!

When Selecting your Stereo System

-

•clarity
• coloration
• response
• included
• deepest bass

Compare Sound
As Well As Price

•

This .. Advent-Pioneer-ShureNikko-;-System offers you More
Sound for your Money.
The Smaller Advent Speakers
give
-The Lowest octave of Bass
:...freedom from distortion &
coloration offered onlY. by a
handful of the most expensive
speakers.

A. BIKINI TOP. A(13910), B(1391J9),·
.
C(13908), 0(13907) .7.50
BIKINI BOTTOM. 6·8(13898), ,
1o-12(13899), 14·16(1390D) e7.50
B. POOL TABLE LAMP lor ~-home
. hustlers, so· long. (570501) 144.95 ·, .
'

,

. ·. '-'.·

.

.

C, SCI~LITZ BELT & BUCKLE.
X$(15607), '$(16608), M(15609), L(t!i610),
XL(15611 I $8,50 , .
SCHLITZ BE.LT BUCKLE,' (14266) t4.00 ·

,.

D. TULIP HAT.'One·slre fi!C'al!, (13889)
$1.95
•

Newhall Gets
Guggenheim
Beaumont Newhall of the UNM
art department has been awarded
a Guggenheim Fellowship to
prepare a fifth edition of his
landmark book The History of
Photography.

..

'

Newhall has been a visiting
professor at UNM 'since 1971,
when he. left the International
Museum of Photography in
Rochester, N.Y., after 13 years as
founder and director. He is now
director emeritus.
The Guggenheim Fellowship is
Newhall's second, following a
1947 award which enabled him to
prepare the third edition of the
book.
The John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation, established
in 1922, awards grants to scholars
al)d artists to assist research and
creative work. In 1974 there were
340 fellowships awarded,
including one to Van Deren Coke,
also a UNM art professor and
diiec tor of the campus Art
Museum.
Newhall plans to be on leave
for the 1976 spring semester,
traveling to Rochester, the
Museum of Modern Art in New
York City, London, ·Paris and
Leverkusen, Germany, home of a
photogtaphic equipment
manufacturer and a new
photography museum.
"Photography is at once a
science and an art," says the
author's preface to the fourth
edition of the historical analysis
of photography since 1839.

Important Message to
Graduate Student Patrons

The Nikko 4030 Receiver
RMS power-1.6 Watts
8 ohms 40-20k both channel
driven

~

Your elected officials of :the Graduate Student
Association, Mr. Stan Reed, ·President, and theGraduate Student Council, who tax you $9.00 per
•
semester for services, have decided
not to con-·
tribute to cultural programming for next year.

This means that Graduate Students will not be
given student discounts to any Popejoy·Hall Event
effective Sept. 1. You will have to pay full public
prices if ~ou wish to attend any of the many .fine
programs scheduled for the 75-76 .season.

E. TENNIS VISOR. Adjustable, co1to11. ;
(13888) $1.98

Send orders to:
GIFT-MASTER, .INC.
~
POST OFFICE SOX 1692
MILWAUKEE,IIIIISC.
53201
.
.

Pioneer PL 120 Turntable
Belt-drive 4 pol synchronous
motor-low rumble wow & flutter
with bass & dust cover

SA17

Shure M91 ED Stereo Cartridge
Optional Garrard 82 Automatic

Date ·•·····-·········-·······..... ···..-•u......

Item
Number

Quantity

Unit
Price

Total

Complete separate list price $536.00
If you are unhappy. with this
. development we
suggest you register ·your protest with the G.S.A. of- ·
fice located at the. North End of the first floor· of
the Student Union Building, :Telephone: 277·3803,
or write a note to G.S.A., SUB Campus. Your
protest may influence the new council-which· will be
elected next sernester.
.

Sale Price $419.00

Set1d ordets: fe:
Giftmtlster, Inc.
Post Office Box 1692
Milwaukee, WI 53201

'
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For 26Years Your
Cdmpus Sound Center
3011 Monte Vista NE

Make chocks payable to: •
Glftmaster, ln.:~

SHIP TO:

HOUSE

Name ...............................- ... - ..........- .............- .......................... _.......................
Addre" ............ - .................................!....: ...................................., .... -.................
• City ...................~........................- ............

Slat~ ·......-

.............. Zip c....................
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- - ,0fC()MIVIEinA,RY------~----....;..~ · Amory reviewing your performance; "Osiris was a little clumsy, but Isis
' was a real slick performer, We particularly liked the part leading up to the

525 Ll•ne

point where they both fell off the dresser,"
Meanwhile, the sheriffs .office has been notified, and sends a patrol car
to your house and waits. Inside, the two deputies are hl,lddled over the
full-color Trinitron, also watching your performance.
·"Do we move in yet, Sarge?" asks the roolde,
"No, they haven't done anything wrong yet."
They sit and watch some more, then the Sarge suddenly jumps up and
By TERRY ENG LAN
says, "Jesus Christl She's going down on himf We've gotta arrest these
perverts!"
The door crashes in and you are hauled off and thrown into·a van,
): our TV set is watching you.
Now imagine this: you and your lover are in your house, getting ready along with a man caught reading Soviet Life and an old man that was
. to do some Iovin~, You're so wrapped up in what you're doing you don't turned in by his si~t-year-old grandson for letting the Flag touch the noor.
notice the Man w1th the Mini-Cam in your back yard.
Spy in the Living-Room
He sneaks forcward and sticks the lens through the screen, the one
you've been meaning to fix, but you've been too busy getting it on with
Ten years ago you had your set hooked on to the cable system. It was a
your lover,
·
real nice thing to have, because in addition to all the programs brought in,
The image being picked up by the lens is changed into electron pulses it enabled you to buy your groceries or whatever without leaving your
that speed through the wires and printed circuits, out of the camera and house. It also acts as a telephone, allowing you to see whoever you talk to,
into the operator's backpack •. The backpack takes these electronic pulses
In about six years, you noti.ced tbc set seemed Jo talk back to you . It
and turns them into micro-waves; which then receive a boost and are started one evening when you watched that ridiculous commercial for
kicked out of the back pack.
Shine 'n' Mop. You said out loud, "That stin.ks." A voice from tile
· The waves travel to a tower, receive another boost and are sent off in direction of the set said, "Maybe, but buy it anyway." You thought it was
apo'lher direction. They shoot down to another tower, where they travel your imagination, but the next day you wondered why you bought Shine
through a coaxial cable into the engineers console.
'n' Mqp when you have wall· to-wall carpeting.
At this console, the waves arc turned back into electronic impulses.
They travel into an electron gun, where they arc fired at a cathode-ray
Later you noticed the TV was getting kind ofblat11nt. Most of the things
you said were immediately shot down by the voice m the TV set, You also
tube, which glows and allows the technician to sec the original scene,
The tcchn.ician works at the giant Citizen Response And Personality wondered where your money was going, and what you needed with
(CRAP) center·,'the place where all citizens' behavior is recorded,
twe.nty cases of deodorant, six cases of disposable douche and two cars,
Now imagine this technician is an all-American red-blooded boy with
You put up with this, since you like to watch TV. You cannot miss the
the same desires as you. There he sits watching you and your lover, and he
te~·thousandth
rerun of All in the family or the exciting thirty-two part
starts feeling a little warm. So warm, in fact, he is distracted from his work
documentary on the My Lai massacres.
an!l punches the wrong button, .
This button interrupts all network programming and diverts, after a
~hort cxr.Janation stating that an important ~e~sagc fr~m .th~ Gove~nment
Now, before watching, you show your briefcase to the blank screen.
IS followmg. those same electrons thatthc M101-Cam IS p1ckmg up m your
You empty it out, show the contents and the inside of the briefcase. Yo11
back yard.
·
have the TV in a position where it can see the whole apartment. One day
Imagine now that 150,000,000 people arc now watching the efforts of you came home and found the bathroom door had been" removed,
you and your lover. Imagine the next day reading in TV Guide Cleveland
But that doesn't bother you, because you live alone.
.
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Handicapped
· .
.
·
"Holiday on a String,'' an
unusual concept in art shows will
be presented by Sally Harrington's
Sky-light Galler.ies, 3515 Central
Avenue, NE, from 3 to 5 on
Sunday afternoon, May 18th.
The Show will be pre·school art
done by multiply-handicapped
children from The Rehabilitation
Center's D!!velopmental School.

English Dept .
Program'
The UNM English Dept. will be
presenting Harold Pinter's The
Caret(lker this weekend. Pint!!r is
probably Britain's greatest livin,g
playwright, and The Caretaker IS
one of his finest plays.
Using .the banalities of everyday
life Pinter creates a terrifying
vision that everyone can identify
with. The Caretaker wHI run May
1·4 at the Humanities Building
Theatre across the mall from
Zimmerman Library. Curtain is
8:15. Admission is $1. 50.
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Pepino's on Central

Ranch West

Friday, May 2na ·.

Private Parties Welcome - Leagues Fanning

Covered
WT'ago.n
COPJES

5¢
O,pen
Saturdays

."Life is a journev,,
. not_a destination. "
ALBUQUERQUE'
GROWTH CENTER

i

i
'!

505-344-7523
Groups Couples Individuals
.fol more information call:

.•

3020 Rio Grande NW
Albuquerque, NM 871~7

', .

· Gestalt Thei'CIRY ..

Boots-Sales & Service

1·

Salazar"s
·No.2

Stay in the middle
of things. Live at
the College Inn.
Although the College Inn Isn't
really located at Broadway and
42nd St, isn't It nice to know
you can find a pleasant place to
live, without sacrificing the con·
venience of being close to campus? And talking about con·
venience, we. do the shopping,
the cooking and the Cleaning
(we even make 9our bed), In·
stead of coming back next fall
to the annual housing crisis,
consider reserving a place now
at the College Inn. Call us at
243-2881 or come look us over
303AshN£

IDn

LAURIE GILLILAND

Male Coach Of The Year
TOM PUCCI

Female Coach Of The Year
KATHY MARPE

Sports

•

Tom Pucci
Male Coach of the Year as
voted by. the Lobo Sportli staff is
Dr. Tom P.ucci. Coach Pu.cci has
coached his first tennis team at
UNM to a 17·6 won-lost ,.-ecord,
-and bas two more matches plus
the WAC championship before the
season is out. Pucci was assistant
tennis coach and head soccer
coach at Pacifica University in·
197l and 1972 before comlng to
New Mexico where he received his
doctorate in Physical Education in
1973. He was assistant tennis
coach for UNM last year. Pucci
earned his tennis fame as a NCAA
small·college finalist in 1969, and
A Far•Western Conference Champ
in 1967, 1968, "and 1969, Coach
Pucci said his first year of
coaching was "great.'' "l loved
it," he said.
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Kathy Marpe·

Tom Pucci

.The Caretaker

In an easy decision, the LOBO
sports stan· has chose-n Kathy
Marpe, women's coach for basketball, voUI:yball and track, as female
coach of the year.
Marpe is probably the most
professional of the women's coachmg staff devoting many hours to
her individual atheletes. Besides
her volleyball and increasingly
popular basketball squads, Marpc
also became the first mentor for the
newly formed UNM women's track
team.

FEMALE ATHLETES
BASKETBALL-LINDA HATTOX
VOLLEYBALL-PHYLLIS SHELTON
GYMNASTICs-SUSAN GILLILAND
SWIMMING-SARAH JAMES
SKIING-KATHERINE CAMPBELL
TENNI8-THERESE SULLIVAN
GOLF-NANCY ROMERO
FIELD HOCKEY-DONNA KATARNIA

a
!

The UNM English Dept. Presents

Marpe

.

25 ¢ Rum & Cokes

120 Yale S.E.

I!Mc>ke•S;; of.-Hond Mode l~dion Jew<d<'VI'I
OLD TOWN

Female Athlete Of The Year

'

Coaches Of Year

by

Harold Pinter
May 1-4
8:15pm

Huma~ities

Bldg. Theatre
$1.50

Batch Buys Books
The Living Batch Bookstore
buys used pape.rbacks, up to
25% offlist. Used books bought
Monday through Thursday, 10-5.
2406 Central (across from UNM)
10-9 weekdays 10-5 Sat.

1-5 Sun.

5pm to 6pm

Foosball - Pool - Pinball - T-Shirts

Noon • 11 p.m.

Male Athlete.Of The Year
STEVE MYER

MALE A'I'HLETES
BASl<.ETBALL-BILL HAGINS
FOOTBALL-STEVE MYER
TENNIS-CHRIS OATES
GYMNASTICs-DOUG CHANDLER
WRESTLING-DAVE GOODIER
SWIMMING-DOUG MASSEY
WATER POLO-BRIAN PATNO
SKIING-SCHAR WARD
TRACK-MEL POWERS
CROSSCOUNTRY-BLAIRJOHNSON
GOLF-BRAD BRYANT
BASEBALL-MIKEPETTENUZZO

''W\-W"YOU

Fun! Fun! Fun!

·Lobo Jock Awards

l
·"....w

Daily lobo

a

Plenty of Boots Arriving
This Month ·
·!!!!!!'!

End of Semester
Special I
••
•••

•

Dark r.ough out harness .boot .
Long-wearing sole .
reg •. $33.98 .

now $23.98 ·

$1 Q•OQ Q,F..F.

In the Red Hots Pants Mlni·Mall
Across from Galles.

· 1708 Central SE

Compiled by Harold Smith, Del
Jones and Jo Lopez

GR.aphael~

11®\YJD $" JEANS
9

Appearing This Weekend

BRUSH
DENIM

SHOP
2120 CentraiS.E.
243-6954

~

il

CANNED HEAT 1
Next Week
May8th&9th
Little Rn•ol' .·
And The Whlepere
May lOth
STONED GROUND·
fs Back Again!!

...

lobo
MENS

il
il

t

Lt. Blue, Gre~n, Navy,
Tan, Brown, Yellow.
Black. White

$14.50

Silver Cloud

Slide down 1·25 to the Silver Cloud It's a
Bar
that takes you awajl from the cares of the ~lty and ·
gets yot~ into some good music, with fine drinks, nice
company and plenty of dancing. .
.
Raphael's Silver Cloud takes you beyond the city
lights Into starry nights of pleasure and beautiful

il
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COMING
Hal'vey Mandel
May 22m.!, 23rd. 24th!
Ml'. John Hammond
May 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st!

i

DONT. FORGET . .

.:

First Drink FREE

.:
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SUNDAy it.
"Drink Specia s on .
. :
LADIES Always Get Their it
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Quarterback, Hurdling Star;
'74-'75Athletes Of Year.
··.•·• f"'•;•••-"';''""~

Steve Myer

;J;"

,,
I'

UNM Team MVPs

It was a to11gh decisiqn, btH the
LOBO decided to go with qu~trter
ba~:k Steve Myer !IS the male ath·
lete or the year.
.
Since Myer pla7ed only halfof
, the season before mjuring his knee,
the choice was difficult, bul before
the 'broken play mishap against
Wyoming in the sixth game, Myer
h&.d put UNM. on the. football m. ap,.
At 6·2, 188 pounds, he was the
natian's. number one passer until
he became sidelined. Averaging
17.5 completions per game, his
I
I
pace was far better than the eventual leaders, Steve Bartkowski of.
·,,.',,;~
·'...ioi.···~ ,/ __.,_.,......lloi:J
·'-"" .J
California and Gary Sheide of
Brigham Young who finis. hed wi.th
SteveMyer
16.5 averages. With New MeKico .
State, Utah and Tellas-El paso left
on the UNM schedule, Myer
probably would have kept his 17.5
,pace through theyear.
·
This leads many to believe Myer
is a definite All-American candidate in the upcoming year. Out his
There were quite a few women
future isn't the reason he was selcc- athle•es on this campus who were
ted as this year's athlete of the year. more well lmown than the LOBO
sports staff pick for female athlete
f
~ of the year, but none could match
Daily Lobo
1
the credentials o£ the winner,
track star Laurie Gilliland.

l

~-

·~.l·.--~

~

He completc4 105 9f .198 pass at·
tempts for 1103 yards. and seven
!~uchdowns, J:le h(Jd eight P-as~es
mtercepted; mosOy near the eii11 Of
hopcless·games. ·
A .hopeless game wasn't a part of
Myer's vocabulary,· though, as he
completed some last second mira,.
cles, to leave UN M fans believing
··
anything could happen,
In the second game of the season
against then nationally ranked
Texas Tech he demonstrated his
clutch situation ability. UNM was
behind 21-IJ,with 3:32 lefi. Myer
threw I I straight passes including a
fout yard touchdown strike with
1:08 left.
Then needing a two-point conversion, he threw another bullet to
Ken Lege to end the game in a
21-21 tie.
.

3211 Central NE
265-4675

,

thurs

On Top .Of Male Choices

I

Wilderness
Excursions

Outfitters for

Backpacking - Hiking - Climbing
Outfitters for ski touring and backpacking
Sales-service-rentals-clinics
·since 1967

TRAIL HAUS

256-9190
103·1 San Mateo S.E.

Laurie Gilliland

and
10

Basl!;etball: Bill Hagins, 6·7 to third piac,e in district.
center, leading scorer (14.9) and
Skiing: Schar Ward, three-year
rebounder (11.6 ), played in Pizza letterman, all-conference, has
Hut Classic.
competed at NCAA regionals
Football: Steve Myer, see page three consecutive years.
14.
Ti·ack: Mel Powers, undefeated
Tennis: Chris Oates, ln 44fl·intermediate hurdles,
number·one seed, Jed team to qualified for NCAA in both
top-20 rating.
Intermediates and highs.
Gymnastics: Dave Chandler,
only senior on· squad, captain,
Cross Country: Blair Johnson,
. took third in WAC all-around qualified for NCAA., took seventh
(51.95).
at WAC with 31:11 six mile.
Wrestling: Dave Goodier, took
Golf: Brad Bryant, third in
secon!l in WAC 190·pound class, .UNM's Tucker .to!lmey., tool!: 15th
.·· . · "
was 1·1 at NCAA.
in last June's NCAA. ·
Swimming: Doug Massey,
Rase hall: Mike Pettenuzzo, first
placed fifth in NCAA 100·yard baseman-outfielder, hitting at
freestyle ( :45.2).
. 394 clip. 50 RBI's t)lis year so
Water Polo! Brian Patrio, far, second-best in UNM history
forward, all·conterence, Jed team for one season.

'

Basketball: Linda Hattox,
leading rebounder and scorer,
Volleyball: Phyllis Shelton,
captain, best all·aro11nd player on
team, strong spiker, led team to
fourth place in conference.

50 and 100 yard backstroke
competition.
Skiing: Katherine Campbell,
number one alt-conference, US
Can-Am team, could have skied
on men's team.
Fjeld Hockey: Donna lCatarnia,
Gymnastics: Susan Richmond, led team to second place in Lobo
second in floor exercise at district, Fiesta tourney.
Tennis: Therese Sulli.van,
sixth in all·around at regionals.
Track: Laurie Gilliland, see · number-one seeded player.
Golf: N!lncy Romero, lOth in
page 14.
Swimming: Sarah James, fourth Arizona collegiate, will compete
alld sixth, respectively, in national in nationals this June.

. Laurie hns already qualified for
the national championships to be
held in Las Cruces, N.M., this
year.
One typical performance for
Gilliland is her performance at the
Northern ·Colorado Women's
Trnck and Fieid Invitational in
Greeley. She took first in the
4;00-meter hurdles (64.8), and the
100-meter hurdles (:16.7) to
anchor her and her seven
teammates depth attack.

Playing Thru Tuesday,
May 6th--ONLY

''A·N/GHT AT iiii"'·'iPERA!'~

Hattox, Richmond, Sullivan
Head ·Women Selections ·

Gilliland runs the 400-meter
hurdles in the first-year UNM
track squad under Coach Kathy
Marpe. What makes her "athlete
of the year" material Js her :64.8
and :64.5 clockings in: her
specialty. Marpe ,snid the lithe,
thin-looking Gilliland is currently
ranked third in the nation.

THE

ALL NEW

Powers, Hagins, Massey

· ·. 1

Gilliland

Sports
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Starting Wed., May 7th
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COMMENTS ON LAST YEAR'S
WAY LON JENNINGS' CONCEI'IT:

CRYSTAL LEIF
'PRESENTS

·•

.

" ••• 4,000 cheered, siomped, and
raved as Waylon Jennin!f! batted a
tbousand at the Albuquerqua Sports
Stadium Sunday night,"
-Albuquerque Journal
•'The concert Vias fantastic!''
-Seer's Catalogue
"The blowout of the year!"
"Albuquerque News
Join that- tame cordial crowd again.One sh<>w only-please buy advance
tickets to make sure
gtt in.

·offers you

15% Discount
(with this ad)
on ANY item
in the store
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macrame
plants
pottery
terratiums
flowers, too!
323Romero NW
842-954'1

· · .and
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